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American pilots intensify
bombing strikes in Laos
WASHINGTON i API -The Pentagon
disclosed yesterday that U.S bombers
have intensified strikes against
Communist led forces trying to drive
Laotian government troops out of key
positions before an expected ceasefire

Maj l!cn Daniel .lames told
newsmen ihai American pilots have
flown about 100 more dally strikes tins
week than they did last week 'became
ol increased enemy activity and
further requests tor assistance by the
Koyai Lao government

THK ESCALATION means that US
tactical fighter-bombers and B52
heavy bombers are flying an average
ol .wo sorties a day against targets in
Laos A sortie is one llight by one
plane

Calls for 5-year degree

After a fresh snowfall, it doesn't take very long for people to
dot the landscape with footprints on their way to and from
classes. The sloppy weather caused students to don bulky
coats and woolen hats and mittens again.

THE REPORT, released in
November, said "teacher training
graduates do not feel that they are
particularly competent as a result of
having been through the education pro
grams."
The report said potential teachers
"often have as little as eight or 12

weeks ot student leaching and then become certified as a teachei with no
experience in being fully responsible
for a classroom
Murdock said the live year program
would gradually expose the student to
education related courses until a
commitment to teaching would be
made by the student iii the junior year
Once the student made the decision,
course work would he accelerated and
become more specialised, dealing in
courses such as educational psychology
and history
When the student completed Uie pro
gram, be would be awarded both a
bachelors and masters degree in
teaching and would be given an intern' certification
He would then enler a two-year
internship program in a classroom, and

He characterized the Cambodian
operations as being "at a very low
level" but still tens of sorties a day

would be judged during this time as to
whether he should receive his permanent certificate

JAMES VOICED the hope and
expectation expressed by many U.S.
officials "that a cease-fire agreement
will be achieved in Laos "
I'e said nothing about a cease-fire in
Cambodia, where a unilateral halt in •
the fighting announced by the
government at the lime of the Vietnam
cease-fire Jan 27. was ignored by '
Cambodian insurgents and their North
Vietnamese supporters

MURDOCK would not speculate on
whether the bill would pass or not. but
said it would create controversy that
will cover "the whole spectrum of reaction '
He said the Ohio Department of Education has already indicated it would
oppose the bill,
Murdock also proposed a bill that
Would go hand in hand with the five
year certification program The second
hill calls for establishing a slate board
lor professional personnel in public
schools,
The board would be responsible for
setting teaching-training standards and
teacher certification

JAMES REFUSED to go into any
detail on targets being struck, but it is ,
known that US. war planes based .
primarily in nearby Thailand have ;
been flying in support of Royal Lao ;
regulars and CIA-backed mountain;
tribesmen trying to stem Communist
thrusts in several important regions
Reports reaching the Pentagon tell
of Laotian government troops being
pushed out of a series of critical roadjunction towns in the Bolovens plateau
area of southern Laos, which the North
Vietnamese have by stages turned into
a major supply base for military
operations in South Vietnam and
Cambodia

Teacher bill in House
If a bill now before the Ohio I'ouse of
Representatives is passed new teachers in Ohio would be required to
complete a five-year baehelors-iuas
ters program before they could be
certified
Rep Norman A Murdock iK Cincinnati!, sponsor of the bill said he
adapted the bill from recommendations made in the Stranahan Report.
which criticized Ohio's present teacher
education programs.

James, a ranking Pentagon
spokesman, also acknowledged that
U.S, planes have continued ranging
over Cambodia in support of hardpressed government troops there

Candidates competing
for 14 SBO positions
Candidates for next year's student
body offices were made public
yesterday Elections will be held
Wednesday. Feb 28
Four candidates have filed for
Student Body Organization iSBOi
president They are William Arnold.
junior (A&Sl. William Byrd.
sophomore (A&S), Kris Kridon. junior
I B.A.I, and William Hoyle. junior
(B.A.I.
In addition to organizing student
efforts within the University, the
president presides over the steering
committee meetings and nominates
students to University agencies and
committees
FIVE STUDENTS are running for
vice president. They are Glenn Bowen.
sophomore (Ed.); Catherine Bregar.
sophomore. (Ed I: George Garcia.

freshman (A&Sl; Larry Imcly. sophomore led i. and Lee Olson, junior
(Ed i
The vice president has the authority
to designate investigations of student
concern and handle problems of
individual students In the event the
president s seat is vacated or in the
case of his absence, the vice president
would perform hit duties
The positions of coordinator of
cultural affairs, coordinator of state
and community affairs and coordinator
of academic affairs will also be open.
Dennis Fenell. junior (A&S); John
Kuehn. junior IBA.I. Craig LoVullo.
junior i Ed i. Thomas Raff, sophomore
(Ed. i. and James Williamson, sophomore (Ed i. are vying for the cultural
affairs office
The coordinator of cultural affairs is

Latin students submit
scaled down report
By Jim Wasserman
Staff Reporter
A special committee of the Union of
Latin Students i La Union de Estudiantes Latinesi has submitted another
report to the provost's office seeking
an active recruitment program and
more relevant curriculum for Latin
students.
The report is the second revision of
an earlier report presented to Dr Winn
Stone, assistant to the provost in
charge of minority affairs
Oscar Hernandez, a member of the
committee, said the group is still
"hashing it out with the administrators
on various points of the report
ACTING PROVOST Dr Michael
Ferrari said last week the content of
the report is essentially the same as
that of the previous ones
Pe said the report asks the University to make a financial commitment
to recruit more Chicanos with an emphasis on students, as well as people
for counseling and a professional staff
in the Student Development office
The report does not draw as much
attention to the Chicano Studies Programs as the previous reports and the
amount of funds involved in making the
changes have been scaled down. Dr.
Ferrari said.

The second report asked for active
recruitment of Chicano and Puerto
Rican undergraduates and graduate
students, as well as financial aid packages, including fee waivers for applications and out-of-state fees
The report called for developing a
curriculum to give Chicanos and
Puerto Ricans a better exposure to
their culture and also to provide for a
Chicano Cultural Center.
IT SUGGESTED hiring staf f. faculty
and administrators to help implement
the curriculum and provide counseling
for the students
Estimated costs of the proposals outlined in the previous report were
$386,750. not including the cost of hiring
Chicano faculty and staff or establishing and obtaioing materials for a
Chicano cultural center
There are 59 Latin undergraduate
students and no graduate students at
the University, according to Vivian
Lawyer, director of the Office of Equal
Opportunity. The figures are from last
quarter.
She said she did not have statistics on
the number of Latin faculty and staff
employed at the University
Dr. Stone could not be reached for
comment on the new report because of
illness.

responsible for all University cultural
programs and of Cultural Boost
DENNIS GRADY. sophomore
(A&Sl, Lee Martinez, freshman
i B.A.l; and Thomas Melecki.
freshman lA&Sl. are candidates for
coordinator of state and community
affairs
The coordinator of state and
community affairs researches and
maintains files on state and
community topics and presents
informational papers for students
Candidates for coordinator of
academic affairs are Lowell Dillon,
junior (B.A.l: John Doering. junior
(B.A.l: Charles Johnson, freshman
(A&Sl; and Jeni Wood, sophomore
(A&Sl
The coordinator of academic affairs
researches and maintains files on
student-oriented academic topics and
presents information position papers
for students
Six students are running for the
representative to the Board of
Trustees. They are Mark Berman.
sophomore <A&Sl: Douglas Bugie.
sophomore lA&Sl: Ellen Kindle,
sophomore (A&Sl: David Sarama.
sophomore (Ed. I: Mark Walker,
sophomore (B.A. I: and Rick Merren
The student representative to the
Board of Trustees reviews and
suggests student interests at all trustee
meetings By being available to
students, the representative informs
the student population of the board's
actions.
THE EIGHT MEMBERS of the
steering committee will be elected
from Michael Bickley, junior (B.A.i.
Amy Davis, sophomore (A&S).
Samuel Ferruccio. sophomore (A&S).
Wick Hathaway, freshman (B.A); and
Mama Heflin. junior (B.A. (;
Frederick Hoffman: John I.'oge.
sophomore, (A&S); Richard Norvell.
freshman (Ed); Mark Ruport.
sophomore. (B.A. I; Timothy Sheridan,
sophomore (Ed I. and Hallet Watz.
junior I A&S I.
The steering committee establishes
the general policies of the SBO
standing committees and confirms
nominations and amendments from the
president
Three students are running for the
two positions as Union Activities
Organization (UAO) directors-at
large The candidates are Edward
Chima, freshman (B.A): Katherme
Schwan. junior (A&S); and Michael
Vinciguerra, sophomore (Ed.)

Margaret Moretti, sophomore (B.A.), at top; Carla
Wollens, junior (A&S), at left; and Kathy O'Brien,
senior (Ed.), work with tissue paper while
constructing "Gwendolyn the Talking Dragon" for

Charities Week. The life-like paper animal will be
on display in the Union during the Mardi Gras
celebration.

Dollars for charity
Next week when you take youi chances in the Mardi
Gras rasino. the money you "lose" won't be wasted
Funds collected from Charities Week and Mardi Gras
activities will go to several charities.
One beneficiary is the Danny Thomas St. Jude's Children's Research Hospital in Memphis. Tenn Some of the
money from Charities Week is given to the Toledo headquarters, then forwarded to Memphis
The hospital was built 14 years ago. said Dorian
Palmer, a volunteer worker and drive chairman for the
Toledo headquarters It currently is a one-story building
with three wings, but expansion to eight stories is
planned
The hospital is run on the premise that people who
can't afford a private hospital should be able to receive
treatment. Palmer said
"Danny Thomas says the whole purpose of the hospital
is that patient care must be free, and it is." she said
Palmer said her daughter, now Cindy Palmer Smith,
was a patient at St Jude's in 1966 suffering from a solid
tumor
"It was diagnosed as incurable It was a type of cancer
no one had survived Doctors gave her between six
months and a year to live." Palmer said
She said she couldn't afford to have her daughter

treated at a private hospital, so she got in contact with
St Jude's.
Palmer said the Research Hospital applied a cobalt
treatment and chemotherapy for two weeks for free.
"Our family had the motel bill and all meals paid for in
those two weeks by the hospital." Palmer said.
Through research and treatment at the hospital. Smith
has been cured
Palmer said the research hospital has received between $500-1800 a year from University students through
Charities Week
The goal for this year is $5,000. said Diane Meyer,
junior I Ed I and chairman of Charities Board.
Money is collected through contests held in the dormitories throughout the week, an auction to be held Wednesday and booths set up by different campus groups at
the casino in the Union Saturday night
Because of all contributions. Palmer quoted her husband James, who says. "St Jude's is no more a place for
the hopeless, but a place for the very hopeful."
Charities Week is sponsored by the Charities Board of
the Student Activities office. Mardi Gras by the Union
Activities Organization (U AOI.
A schedule of Mardi Gras events can be found on page
three.
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worse than death

gynecologist
By William F. Buckley Jr.
The beginning of a gynecological service at this University
Monday, Feb. 19, has been a long-awaited addition to the Health
Center services presently offered.
However, the service is not exactly what we had in mind.
Problems with the program can already be foreseen.
Two gynecologists on campus only two afternoons a week for
four hours each afternoon may not be a sufficient amount of time
to fully meet the needs of University women.
There is a danger that the service may dissolve into a
contraceptive dispensary service with other problems going
unattended or not receiving the necessary attention.
The possibility that the same doctors will not be on campus
every week also raises difficulties in terms of familiarity with
certain cases and consistency of treatment.
And what if a woman should develop a serious gynecological
problem on a day when the gynecologist is not at the Health
Center? She is placed in the same situation she was in before any
service was provided at all
Dr. Richard Kakin. vice provost of student affairs, said the
contract with the Medical College of Ohio at Toledo (MCOT) is
"much more economical" than hiring a full-time gynecologist.
However, with the elevation of one of the ('enter's present
doctors to chief of staff, a position left by Dr. Olms' resignation
is still open
And. the University Hoard of Trustees approved the hiring of a
full-time gynecologist at its meeting last October, so the
possibility is not out of the question.
It is debatable whether the service now being offered will Inadequate to the needs of University women
It is better than no service at all
But with these foreseeable difficulties in mind, the operation of
this service should be carefully watched.
If it doesn't meet the women's needs, it should be revised until
women get the services they need-and deserve,

ohio abortion
The U.S. District Courl decision striking down Ohio's 132-year
old abortion statute is necessary and timely.
A ruling was needed to make Ohio's law conform with the
recent Supreme Court decision granting women the right to have
medical abortions during the first six months of pregnancy.
The decisions to beget and bear children are private matters,
proper to the individual or at most to the family The state has no
right to interfere in such decisions.
This argument has gained support from two trends that have
become increasingly powerful in recent years.
One is the growth of the ideal of family planning-that each
individual or family has the right and responsibility to bear only
wanted children at the time they are wanted. Because present
contraceptive techniques are neither entirely effective nor
universally available, abortion should be available as a backup
for contraceptive failure.
Related to this movement, but separate from it. is the trend
toward greater freedom for women. Abortion as a means of
avoiding unwanted births, is necessary for complete personal
control over the process of reproduction.
In view of the court decisions and because abortion is a private
decision, the Ohio Legislature should limit its abortion
legislation to the health aspects of the procedure.

sbo liaison
It is truly a sad state of affairs when some students find it
necessary to form an organization to act as a go-between for
students and the Student Body Organization (SBO).
It is disheartening enough that students must consider many
administrators and faculty unapproachable. But when SBO
becomes an untouchable for the lowly, common student,
something is definitely wrong.
The Student Body Organization is supposed to serve the
students Service was the main idea behind the drive to abolish
Student Council and establish the SBO form of government.
It is absolutely absurd that another student group must be
formed to help students gain access to the people that are
supposed to serve them

Time and again we see political
liberals
struggling
to uncoil
themselves from measures they are
primarily responsible lor having
constricted themselves in.. <
There is no better example than the
recent recommendation of Governor
Nelson Rockefeller, now being hotly
debated, that drug pushers be
sentenced to life in prison without the
possibility of parole. The Governor is
in this bind, of course, because of his
doctrinaire opposition to capital
punishment
II one delers to the commandment
that under no circumstances should the
state execute a convicted man, then of
course the question is closed, and there
is no point in arguing the case.
But those who are dogmatically
opposed to capital punishment are not
entitled to reason that they have
opposed the cruelest act a state is
capable o( committing
SURELY THE PROPOSAL of
Nelson Rockefeller is more cruel to an
offender than anything an executioner
does to him And those who in opposing
capital punishment lay special stress
on the awful effect of executions on
society should pause
Surely it demeans a society more to
rule that under no circumstance
whatsoever will society forgive a man.
at any point in the future, than to
execute him An execution causes the
society that sanctioned it to wince
Kxlernal incarceration, other than
for the purpose of protecting society
against an unrehabilitatable criminal,
causes society
or should -• nothing
less than an cnccphalaphonic cry of the
heart
IT IS INSTRUCTIVE to recall that
UK mood, when Leopold and l.oeb were
convicted, was in favor of executing
them They had <
nutted I crime
against an innocent little boy which
was. quite simply, unpardonable
The judge, yielding to the entreaties
of a very persuasive attorney, ruled
instead that because of their tender
.II:C he would sentence them to life plus
life
thai he would throw away Ihe
key Thus did he appease the public.
But as the years went by. Loeb died
in prison, and ihen Leopold, after a
dozen appeals fof clemency, finally
received parole went off to do medical
missionary work in Puerto Kico. and in
due course died
it was right to lei Leopold go, finally
it is anti-human
to proscribe
compassion. I" say t" oneself -1 forbid
forgiveness, and
I
enjoin my
successors to forbid forgiveness;
indeed. I call on the legislature to
depi i\ e my successors of the executive
privilege to commute a sentence.
AND YET ONE'S heart cries out
also for means by which to express
oneself on Ihe hideousness of the trade
by which the pusher makes his living
land sates his habit!
Nelson
Rockefeller has tried to situate the
crime of peddling heroin where it
belongs
as among the most heinous
of human professions
Having eliminated the death penalty.
he wishes to prescribe the most
horrible thing this side of the death
penalty I'e has succeeded only in
prescribing something more horrible
than the death penalty
The legislature in Albany would do
well, of course, to attempt to make the
working distinction between the
professional pusher and (he pusher who
is driven only by the desperation of his
own craving Granted the line blurs,
and granted also the some in the latter
category graduate into the former
Hut even as he recognizes there are
differences between murder as a
crime of passion, and murder for hire.

there are analogous differences among
dope pushers. The emphasis should be
made on reasonably distinguishing
between the two. Perhaps the cash
volume of the transaction is the best
test.
A JURY IS probably the most
competent judge, in any case. And
then, the professionals should be
sentenced to death.
One shrinks from the medieval

Lenera

concern to design modes of death
particularly appropriate to the crime
of the offender Such literature is
appealing mostly to those who get their
kicks out of reading books like "The
Torture Garden."
But it is not. 1 should think
inappropriate to suggest that a condign
means of ridding the world of
convicted heroin pushers is to
prescribe an overdose It happens that
it is a humane way o( dying, if one

defines humane as relatively painless
And. of course, there is a rabbinical
satisfaction in the idea that the pusher
should leave this world in such
circumstances as he has caused others
to leave it. excepting this, that the
pusher's last days, in the shelter of
death house, would be infinitely more
pleasant than the last days of those
whom he has. by the practice of his
profession tortured to death
W«h«flt«n Sl« «->, FMw« Synrficm

WELCOME BACK

individual effort pays
A rebuttal to
'opportunisticsystem"
As to our system being opportunistic
and our society being basically selfish.
I won't dispute either of these
statements What you advocate in your
letter is a pure form of communism, or
something very close to it
IJave you ever asked yourself the
question of why this pure form of
communism has never existed?
You evidently don't believe in the
free market system whereby sellers of
goods and services must compete
ALTHOUGH you claim everyone
should receive equal wages, would you
personally pay the 16 year-old-boy who
mows your lawn the same as you'd pay
a doctor who provided you with some
particularly urgent medical service''
Let's assume you are the doctor and
you have invested many years and
incurred a large amount of debt in
acquiring your professional education
Would you then be willing to work for
the same wage as the young boy
mowing lawns'1
Ho you believe in professional
accomplishment'' 1 feel, and so does
the "market", that a person who
invests his time and money towards a
profession i for which there is a market
naturally I should receive more
financial reward than the person who
doesn't
Although you don't agree with that
statement. I think you'll find yourself
holding a minority viewpoint not only
in this country, but throughout the
world

system to exist as it does today
I don't see any good or evil connected
with our present system, for it is

merely reality. .
The reality of your situation is that a
janitor hasn't Invested as much time.
being one of the criteria you
mentioned,
and money in his
professional development as a doctor

and wont receive and doesn t deserve
equal
compensation
under
any
economic system
I don't see how our "selfishness" is
any different or worse than the
selfishness that you advocate
Ken Cohen
1445 ('lough St No 206B
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individualism relinquished to fear
By Kim Schlaeler
Guest I olumilsl

your problem, baby If you don't ask
for trouble you won't get it."

There has been, in recent weeks, an
overabundance
of
speculative
discussion on how to prevent sexual
assault In essence, the burden has
been placed on would-be rape victims

IT SEEMS that half of the
population, under the threat of being
sexually-victimized
by psychologically-unbalanced
males.
is
getting the shaft anyway
While
women are forced to impose self
restrictions, potential and proven
rapists are enjoying the freedom to
pursue their illegal interests with little
fear of retribution

Women have been told to stop
hitchhiking, to avoid taking walks
alone after dark or in isolated areas,
and to refrain from wearing appealing
apparel in order to lessen their chances
of being raped More bluntly, to
relinquish individual freedom to fear
Evidently this type of advice is the
best that' experts" on rape prevention
are able to offer. The attitude
[_ displayed could be perceived as, it's

Women who have been victims of
rape are being doubly victimized
After enduring an ordeal that defies
description at the hands of a sex
criminal, assault victims come to the
realization that the court system is

disgustingly lax in dealing with their
attackers.
In the first place, many women are
remiss to report the unsavory details
of the crime to police whose attitude is
less than sympathetic
Numerous cases of rape go
unreported because victims refuse to
be shamed further by reconstructing
the event to male law enforcers who
view the entire procedure as
entertaining
If the crime is reported, police
follow the usual procedure of rounding
up all of the known sex-offenders
whom the courts have seen fit to allow
on the streets Many of these men have
received
warnings or suspended

sentences and move freely in society
without restriction
IF AND WHEN the case comes
before a court, the victim is open to a
myriad of abuses while her attacker is
protected by the most firmly-enforced
legal rights Unfortunately, the courts
seem to overlook the rights of the
victim.
During the course of the hearing, the
character of the victim is literally
destroyed Many defense attorneys
relish probing the moral background of
the victim, and often rest their defense
on the fact that the woman lured her
attacker by wearing
"seductive
clothing "
Or the fact that she is perceived as a
"loose woman." due to the testimony

of other males who assert that they had
sexual relations with her Or that she
was walking at night through a
dangerous area and was. in effect,
"asking for it."
"Evidence" such as this is more
than enough to obtain an acquital for
the defendant
But even if the
defendant is found guilty, in most cases
the worst punishment he receives is a
warning to behave himself in the future
or a suspended sentence, especially if
he is a first offender
THE NET RESULT is that the
victim is subject to the humiliation of
revealing the details of the crime to
public scrutiny, and if her attacker is
set free, she must further endure

dysfunctional social pressure and
ridicule
It is ridiculous to suggest that
stricter court penalties and stepped
up legal enforcement will eradicate the
problem Such methodology strikes at
causes, not effects
A great deal of research is yet to be
accomplished before the causes of
various crimes are to be determined.
Criminal psychologists have more
work to do before true preventative
measures can be instituted.
But in the interim, it is necessary
and mandatory for the courts and lawenforcement agencies to come to a
realization of who the victims are. It is
time for providing protection for their
rights The criminal has all the
protection he needs.
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Surcharge legality questioned
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Tuition hike awaits decision

%

Dr. Michael Ferrari,
acting provost, has warned
that students could be
required to pay up to $50 per
year more in fees if out-ofstate surcharges are
declared unconstitutional.
The question of the
legality of out-of-state fees
is now before the U.S.
Supreme Court. It is not
known when a decision is
expected
If the surcharge is discontinued and the state
refuses to award the University a higher appropriation,
"we will be forced to raise
tuition for all students." Dr.
Ferrari said.
In-state students now pay
$780 per year, or $260 a
quarter
Out-of-state
students pay an additional
$1,143 per year, or $381 per
quarter.
If the surcharge is invalidated, the effect on the
average in-state student
would be a new tuition rate
of as much as $830 per year,
or roughly $277 a quarter.
"Ohio's tuition level is
among the highest in the
country." Dr Ferrari said
"We feel very strongly that
fees ought to be reduced,
although I do not see it

.-N
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Texture ihadowv wood grain and a little imagination
combine to form this interpretive closeup of a tree.

Hijacking accord signed
WASHINGTON lAPl The United States and Cuba
signed an agreement yesterday to prosecute or extradite
future hijackers
But the five-year accord
signed separately in
Washington and Havana retained the traditional
American policy of sheltering political refugees
Because it was an executive agreement and not a
treaty, the document did not
require Senate ratification
and went into effect
immediately
SECRETARY of State
William P Rogers, who
signed the agreement for the
United States, said it served
notice to hijackers that they
will have "no safe haven" in
the United States or Cuba
The agreement, signed

Fact Line
3722445

simultaneously by Rogers in
his office here and Cuban
Foreign Minister Raul Roa
in Havana, defines a hijacker as any person who
hereafter seizes, removes,
appropriates or diverts from
its normal route or activities
an aircraft or vessel registered under the laws of one
of the parties and brings it to
the territory of the other
party."

the circumstances and the
seriousness of the acts "
One possible loophole was
closed by a clause suiting
that extradition is mandatory if the hijacker has not
broken the laws of the nation
to which he fled

asylum. I' S officials said
they had not because the
country receiving such a
person would determine on
its own if the conditions required the refugee to flee

SUCH A person, the agreement provides, "shall either
be returned to the party of
registry
to be tried by the
courts of that party in conformity with its laws or be
brought before the courts of
the party whose territory
was reached for trial."

REGARDING political
asylum, the agreement says
a nation receiving a refugee
may take into consideration any extenuating or mitigating circumstances in
those cases in which the
persons responsible for the
acts were being sought for
strictly political reasons and
were in real and imminent
danger of death without a
viable alternative for
leaving the country."

Rogers told reporters
later. "I expect there will be
more prosecutions than
extraditions." indicating
that hijackers can expect to
serve their sentences in foreign prisons
Both countries pledged to
try hijackers under existing
laws providing "the most
severe penalty according to

This does not apply, however, if the refugee extorted
money or threatened to
harm "the members of the
crew passengers, or other
persons in connection with
the hijacking
When asked if the tight
restrictions on defining a
political refugee had limited
the right to grant political

NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
FURNISHED
LEASING SEPT. 15thJUIME 15th
Second & Third Floor at
521 E. Merry- $65 Each Student
Lower Floor 521 E. Merry
$55 Each Student
Apts. at 1470 & 1490 Cough St.
$65 Each Student
Apt. 824 6th St. - $55 Each Student
ABOVE MENTIONED APTS. ALL 4-MAN
Leasing June 15th to September 15th
$130.00 per month

Each Apartment Includes.
Two Bedrooms
Carpeted and dtapes
Approximately 31 leet of storage
Coppertnne stove and matching tettrgeratoi
Separate air conditioning and heating system
Gas. watet. sewage furnished
Four persons each apartment
All buildings ate n»w
located three blocks from campus
Laundry facilities in each building

NEWLOVE REALTY
328 South Main St.
Phone 353-7381

coming in the future at all "
Gov. John I, Gilligan has
already proposed that state
universities be permitted to
raise their tuitions by three
per cent next year.
In addition, he has asked
that state aid to higher edu-

cation be increased by three
per cent, as opposed to a
request from the Ohio Board
of Regents for a six and onehalf per cent increase
Dr. Ferrari said ideas
such as the Ohio Plan, which
would require the student to

pay back all state funds used
to subsidize his education
after he has graduated, are
inconsistent with the
University's view of higher
education ikeepinR cost to
the student as low as
possible i

He said the University's
financial future-is uncertain
"We are apprehensive. As
we look to the future, we are
concerned
because
increasing costs are going to
have to be born by the
student and his lamilv."

newsnoTes
Bugging device
WASHINGTON (API - A device
described as "a sophisticated transmitter with self-contained microphone and batteries" has been discovered in the main hearing room of
the House Foreign Affairs Committee
Chairman Thomas K Morgan tDPa l said the device was found last
Monday on top of a table in the com
mittee room Last Thursday, the
room was the scene of a public
hearing for Secretary of State William P Rogers.
Morgan said the device was turned
over to State Department security
personnel and subsequently to the
Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Stolen papers
WASHINGTON |AP) - A federal
grand jury yesterday refused to indict
a reporter and two Indians on charges
of possessing documents stolen from
the Bureau of Indian Affairs last fall.
After the grand jury's decision was
read to investigative reporter I.es
Whitten and Indians Hank Adams and
Anita Collins, the government moved
that the case be d ropped
Whitten. in a hallwav interview

POW benefits

afterward, said he felt the government had wanted to show that he and
his boss, syndicated columnist Jack
Anderson, had paid for the three
cardboard cartons of documents
They had not. he said.

Ohio abortion
COLUMBUS i AIM A 23-year-old
woman yesterday was one of the first
in Ohio to have a legal abortion
Benson Wolman. executive secretary of the American Civil Liberties
Union ol Ohio, said "Mary Doc" obtained her abortion yesterday
She is a 23-year-old unidentified
woman whose U.S. District Court suit
paved the way for Ohio's women to
have legal abortions The court declared the abortion law unconstitu
tional.

Wally Cox dies
HOLLYWOOD (AIM
Comedian
Wally Cox. television's shy "Mr
Peepers." was found dead yesterday
in his Bel Air home, city firemen
said
Firemen said they found the 48year-old comedian dead about 7 45
am after being summoned to the
home The cause of death was not
immediatelv known

WASHINGTON lAP) Sen George
McGovem has no immediate comment on the returning of American
I'OWs although he is a strong supporter ol lifelong financial benefits
for them
On Feb 7, he proposed giving each
POW $4(1 a month for lite tor each
year the prisoner w.is held captive,
The proposed bill would have a limit
of $200 a month In extra benefits lor
each returning POW

Pats smoking!
WASHINGTON lAP)
First lady
Pat Nixon surprised reporters by
smoking in public this week Aides
said they could not recall it ever
happening before
She joined her son in law. Navy l.t
j g David F.isenhower. in having a
cigarette after they, the President
and Julie Fisenhower dined at Trader
Vic's restaurant Tuesday night
Her smoking was even more of a
surprise since the first lady had told
reporters in a While House interview
that she doesn't smoke "But who
hasn't tried." she had added, teasing!)-

Mardi Gras events Feb. 22-24
Mardi Gras buttons will go
on sale Monday for 50 cents
The buttons will admit
persons free to most events
Feb. 22-24. The following
activities are scheduled for
Charities Week.

the concert, sponsored by
the Union Activities Organization (UAOK are $2.50 and
$3.00 and may be purchased
at the Union ticket office

Thursday

Grand Ballroom. UnionThe Preservation Hall Jazz
Band will present a concert
at 8 p m Tickets are $1 00
and $1.50 Tickets for a
Pheasant Room steak
dinner and the concert are
$4.50
Carnation Room-Prism, a
blues jazz group, and Mike
Vinciguerra. a nightclubtype singer, will perform

Commons-The Charities
Board will sponsor a celebrity auction Admission is
10 cents.
Friday
Anderson Arena-Gordon
Lightfoot will perform in
concert at 8 p.m. Tickets for

' Saturday

BEST PICTURE 0FTHE YEAR!
r^^fi^^J^I\^l{f^f^J^^-N>>'onal Board o< Rev.ew

'MACBETH ARRESTS! ASTONISHES!
FRIGHTENS! AN EXCITING ENTERTAINMENT! DAMN GOOD MOVIEMAKING BY
ROMAN POLANSKI I"-*-.*,*.* .«*«« ■*..*««.

"MACBETH is A FILM OFGREAT ARTISTRYAND POWER BY ROMAN POLANSKI!
STIRRING AND MEMORABLE!'
•

Irom 8:30-11 p.m. Admission
is 25 cents, free with button
Cardinal Room-Front
Porch, a four-man Blue
Grass Band, will perform
from 8:30-11 p.m. Admission
is 25 cents, free with button
Alumni Room-Bagels,
pickles, corned beef
sandwiches and other
specialities can be purchased from 8-11 p.m. in the
"delicatessen."
Historical
Suite-"The
Committee" will be shown
from 8-11:30 p.m. The movie
is a series of take-offs on
politics, drugs, racial
problems, sex. mass media,
education, police, music.

patriotism and other
contemporary issues
Admission is 50 cents, free
with button.
Ohio Suite Fortune
telling, astrology and palmreading will be featured in
the Mystic Room from 7:3011 p.m. Admission is free.
Buckeye Room-Red I'm
Bowling' from 7 30-11 SO
p.m.

and Mike Vinciguerra 8 30
II 30 p.m.
Cardinal Room—Front
Porch i Blue Grass i 8 3011 30 p m
Alumni Room—Delicatessen 8-11.30p m
Historical
Suite- The
Committee. '8-11 30 p m
Ohio Suite-Mystic Room.
7 30-11 pin

Buckeye Room-Red I'm
Bowling. 7 30 II p in

Grand
Kallroom-UAO
will sponsor Saturday a
casino party for residence
halls, sororities and
fraternities from 7 30-11 30

Dogwood Suite— Katina. a
belly dancer, will give two
performances from 9-10 30
p m Admission is $1: 50
cents with button

p.m.
Carnation

Hoom--Prism

Save 30 Lincolns
on Washington's
Birthday.
Steak dinner reg. 1.79

1.49

- NOHMA Mil AIN S FOOP.
A'fr r Os/k

'MACBETH is EXCITING
Starts Today

AND COLORFUL
ORIGINAJ
AND
DARING!'
-hfX RfID Srndiffd
Column,if

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIT
$1.00-IDS REQUIRED!
| SUNDAY - OPENING 'TIL
3 P.M.-ADULTS $1.00
THIS PftOCBW
IS KSTMCTES
17 HOMES
'AMYMC

For three doys you can save 30 pennies on our
delicious Western Cut Steak Dinner. You'll get a
juicy steak broiled to your order, o baked potato.
a crisp tossed salad and a warm roll with butter — all for
just $1.49 instead of the regular $179. Washington would
have wanted it this way.

Ponderosa Steak House
Saturday, Sunday and Monday

MKirr

E. WOOSTER ST.
ACROSS FROM THE FOOTBALL STADIUM
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1 Complaint filed against repair shop
What he did was illegal
He worked on my car and
put in a new starter without
my permission This was
really a big surprise, because I just put in a new one
last July, and starters don't
go bad thai quickly." Ryan
said
He also claimed that
Curry refused to let him see
the old starter because it
had been sold
Ryan then described his
previous difficulty with the
firm

~ A University student has
Tffled a complaint with the
^bio Consumer Protection
•^Agency against a city car re^jwir shop
— Dan Ryan, senior (B.A I.
Sieged in his complaint that
Tmports Inn. a foreign repair
Shop illegally did $70 worth
3J work on his car
7ZZ H* also claimed that on a
^Jrevious occasion, when he
Jpok his car in for service
-pie owner of the shop. Ric
—furry, used his car to "run
-"errands'' in Toledo.
— However Curry said he
—acted in full accordance
—with what Ryan told him
—when he did the $70 repair
"]nh iv aisci contended that
ZBe was fully justified in
3flking Ryan s car to Toledo
"because he only was ob
~taining parts for its repair
■

"I TOOK MY car in before
for a tune-up. new points,
plugs and a condensor But
when I went to pick it up I
was told that Mr Curry had
taken the car to Toledo to
pick up the parts." he said
He claimed that he parked
outside the garage for
nearly lour hours waiting
lor Curry to return with his
car
"He told niche had to take
it to Toledo to pick up the
points for it because the
ones that he ordered on
ginally didn't lit and he had
to try lour other sets in
Toledo until he lound one
that worked
Ryan also charged thai
Curry had picked up
numerous spare parts in
Toledo, including a half-en-

RYAN SAID the com
plaint was prompted when
he took his 1*8 Flat in for
repair recently
I'e contended thai he
turned the car over lo Curry
and told him to call when he
had an estimate of what the
repairs would COS)
Ryan said Curry kept his
car for four days without
calling When Ryan finally
called the garage, lie was
told that a $70 starter hail
been installed

him that "we don't put junk
in cars.

gine which he had in the
trunk
"I told him that I didn't
want him using my car as a
taxi," Ryan said
He said that because
Curry already had fixed the
car there was nothing he
could do at the time of the
incident, but that he decided
to "get to the bottom of this
starter business" when the
latest incident occurred
HE SOUGHT the advice of
an assistant professor at the
University who advised him
to file a complaint with the
Ohio Consumer Protection
Agency
Responding to the complaint. Curry said that when
Ryan brought his car to Imports Inn because of the
starting trouble he told linn
simply lo fix it. not to call
him

"WHEN WE PUT something on a car we like to
guarantee it. He told us that
he could get one for $35, but
I think he probably called a
junkyard or someplace,"
Curry said
"He never said call me'
or I'll call you -he said fix
it. period And when someone says fix it' to me. I fix
if. even if it costs $200." he
said.
When asked about the
charge that he used Ryan's
car to pick up parts in

Byrne, held captive in
North Vietnam since 1965.
was the first to leave the ("9
medical transport jet that
had left Travis Air Force
Base. Calif . earlier in the
day
He was immediately followed by Campbell, who was

Let's Go Back To The Old Gospel
B.G, Gospel Chorus will be in
Concert - Feb. 19,8:00 p.m. in
The GRAND BALLROOM
FREE DELIVERY
O 0 0 0

° o o o o0o0o0o°o0o0 o°0 o

°°

9

"He came out. left his car.
and told me to fix it. period
He said he was tired of
having trouble with it I'e
left it here and said 'put a
■tartar in it
"Later he called, asked us
what was wrong with it. and
we told him Then he went
all to hell." Curry said
Curry said that when Ryan
questioned I he $70 charge
for the new starter he told

TRAVIS AIR FORCE
BASE. Calif iAPI- Operation Homecoming poured a
steady stream of freed U.S.
prisoners of war into their
homeland yesterday.
One arrival said they
"lived on loyalty" to their
country during the days in
Communist captivity.
Tears welled in the eyes of
the first man back yesterday. Navy ('apt James B.
Stockdale. as he thanked his
countrymen for their loyalty

held captive by North Vietnam f>' J years
THEY WERE greeted al
the foot of the plane's steps
by Col, lrby Jams Wright
Patterson commander, and
lien Jack Cation, chid "I
the logistics command at the
base
A bad public address
system and noise ol jet engines drowned out remarks
of the men as they stepped
to microphones in make
hnei statements
At the conclusion ol their
unheard remarks a crowd
of about 100 spectators
cheered them Their wives
were not in sight but Byrne's

wife was thought to be in a
military staff car that
quickly took the men toward
the base hospital one mile
away
THE OFFICERS were to
undergo a brief medical
examination there
Their plane landed here in
snowv. 20-degree weather to
let the two ex-POWs off. It
was to leave immediately
for Chicago with other exprisoners.
The two started their trip
Wednesday night at Clark
An Kiine base in the Philippines They were released
from North Vietnam Sundaynight with 114 other POWs

o°
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DISCOUNT
DRUG STORES
DRESS SHIRTS
MEN'S LONG SLEEVE
ASSORTED SIZES & COLORS
REGULAR '2.99

NOW 2 FOR s4 50

PI.VA BAkm TO ORDER

KLEENEX BOUTIQUE

11
Cheese
$1.?5

13"
Cheese
SI.70

15"
Cheese
$2.30

19"
Cheese
S3.10

Tbc

30c

40C

50c

BATHROOM TISSUE
,'ROll PAK
CHOICE OF COLORS
REGULAR 51'
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE 44'

Pepperoni, Sausage, Beef, Ham, Mushrooms,
Green Peppers, Onions, Anchovies

NOW 30c

Deluxe (P,S,M,GP,0)

PLASTIC
SHOE BOXES

$2.35

$3.00

$4.00

$4.75

SANDWICHES, DINNERS, AND SALAD"..
Combination Submarine Hair S Cheese Submarine
Steak Submarine
Meatball Submarine
Steak Sandwich
Steak Spec ial Sandwich
w/Cheese & Mushrooms
Pizza Sauce
B.B.Q. Ribs Platter
w/Salad & Roll
Ala Carte
B.B.Q. Chicken Dinner
w/Salad * Roll

■■■■

■■" lr' •.':• •■ ■"■,;'.

Hotdogs

6" & 12"

ED'S SALAD

CHEF SALAD
HOURS

Sundays
Weekdays
Weekends
FREE DELIVERY
Minimum $1.50

CLEAR &S1ACKABLE
REGULAR 59-

NOW 4 FOR $H

1616 L WOOSURST
PrtOttt 352-7248

HYTONE CLIPPER

PIANO-HINGE
RING BINDER
3 RING. BLUE CANVAS
NOTEBOOK
REGULAR *2.19

$179
NOWU
BACTINE
ANTISEPTIC SPRAY
NO STING. NO STAIN
FIRST AID SPRAY
REGULAR '1.19
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE'1.07

NOW 79(
WHITE RAiT
SHAMPOO

2.25
1.65

IVORY SOAP
MEDIUM SIZE BAR

.25 & .40

REGULAR 15
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE 13'

.35 & .50

c

Large
Small

.60
.35

ar

\ *'
Small

••*
.BO
1:00
11:00
11:00
5 PM

-

1:00
1:00
2:00
1 AM

NOW 10

SPIRAL
NOTEBOOKS
54 11x8". SHEETS
NARROW MARGINAL RULES
REGULAR 49

NOW 39c
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

to Americans held captive
for years in Vietnam.
LIMPING OFF from the
first of two planes arriving
from Clark Air Base in the
Philippines Thursday, he
said. "The men who follow
me down that ramp know
what loyalty means because
they have been living with
loyalty, living on loyalty, the
past several years'"
i'e appeared gaunt and old
beyond his 49 years-the last
Ti of them a captive-as he
added in a hesitating,
emotion-filled
voice.
"Loyalty to each other,
loyally to the military ethic,
loyalty to our commander in
chief."
STOCKDALE. who later
flew on to San Diego for a
reunion with his wife and
four sons, paused and
continued "As the poet said
4.000 years ago. There is
nothing so sweet as to return
from the sea and hear the
sound of raindrops on the
roof" "
Then, after another pause,
he
said.
"America.
America. Hod shed His
grace on thee
K.irh craft flying back
Thursday
carried
20
repatriates, as did another
which returned Wednesdaya total of 60. All came 8.010
miles across the Pacific
from Clark, where 142
former prisoners
tasted
their first freedom after
their release Monday.
Two other men returned
early on special flights
Tuesday because of illnesses
in their families
The first Starlifter to land
Thursday carried
Army
Capt. Johnnie Ray. 25. Paula

DIETARY SUPPLEMENT
YEAR'S SUPPLY - 365 TABLETS
REGULAR -3.49

S

N0W 1 75

Moon soil hig surprise'
STONY BROOK. NY
(AP> - The orange soil that
evoked a burst of excitement from the Apollo 17
astronauts on the moon has
turned out to be billions of
years older than astronautgeologist
Harrison
H
Schinut thought it was.
That's the big surprise.''
said Dr Oliver Schaeffer.
head of a lunar analysis
team, at a news conference
yesterday. "It really looked
like you had something
young.'"
The team of scientists at
the State University of New
York at Stony Brook placed
the age of the orange soil at
3.71 billlion years Schmilt
told a news conference last
Jan 5 it looked about 10
million years old

THE ORANGE soil came
from an area with a dark
mantle near Shorty Crater
in the Taurus-l.ittrow Valley
that looked as though it were
of volcanic origin
If the orange soil were
only 10 million years old. or
even somewhat older, that
would have been evidence of
volcanic activity in the relatively recent past
The 3 71-billion-year age.
however, suggests that volcanic activity stopped long
ago
"It can now be reasonably
stated."' Schaeffer said,
"that volcanism on the
moon was a phenomena
which ended about three
billion years ago."
Schaeffer said the orange
dust likelv reached the sur-

face by being dug up by the
impact of a meteor or
meteorite
The orange soil looks
more a very dark red and
black under normal earth
lighting but under a microscope about half the
grains do appear somewhat
orange and the other half
black
THE COLOR comes from
the high titanium and iron
content of the glass
A basalt fragment found
near the Shorty Crater was
dated at 3 76 billion years,
indicating that both the
orange soil and the surrounding
lunar surface
crystallized at about the
same time. Schaeffer said
The orange soil was
among 249 pounds of rocks
brought back from the
Apollo 17 lunar exploration,
the last planned Apollo flight
to the moon, which ended
with a flawless splashdown
last Dec 19

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico

50<p
Transportation Provided 11 a.m.
Front of the Union

Fully ■ccrMIMa, ?0-,m UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA Gu«d«U|iiJ
Sum** Sctiool olt.it July 2-Au|a><
11, Mtllt.ial.cy. •". #aic»Ho<v
folklore. |.0{ra.hy. hlllary, fbvfrnm.nl, IM|ui|. and HttrMuft.
Tuition SUS. bond and im S2U.
Will.: Inltrmllonll Fr.|lMll, Unlvwilry of Arliona, Twcion IS771.

Take Your Date Out
For

Something Different
U.S. Choice Roast Beef Dinner
Two

LUDEN'S
COUGH DROPS
WILD CHERRY. HONEY LEMON
HONEY LICORICE, OR MENTHOL
3 PAK
REGULAR 39GRAY'S EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE 36'

F0R

ONLY

$

95
S
3

Complete Dinner
(Served with anything from soup to nuts'

NOW 25c
SPECIALS THRU
SUNOAY

The textures of rotting wood and rutty nails
combine to form an antique-like portrait that
makes you almost feel the scratchy surface.

Sunday, February 18,11 a.m.

NOW 79c
GRAY CHEWABLE
MULTIPLE VITAMINS

Valley. Okla.. the first Viet
Cong captive to return. All
the previous returnees had
come from the so-called
"Hanoi Hilton" prison in the
north
The second craft touched
down 45 minutes after the 20
men on the first plane were
flown on to military hospitals throughout the country.
One of the men aboard the
second plane to arrive at
Travis Thursday declined to
get off when it landed, as
has been customary with the
other men. A military
spokesman quoted Army
Pvt. Ferdinand Rodriguez of
Brooklyn. NY as saying.
"I'm sorry. I don't want to
get off. I don't feel well."
Military authorities declined to discuss his condition further

Bagel Brunch Sponsored by
Jewish Student Organization

LOTION, CLEAR,
BALSAM OR LEMON
14 OZ.
REGULAR '1.25
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE 99-

.95
2.50

•• ';.• ltd pi ■■ U

6" * 12"

Coneys

1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
.70

"I DON'T REALLY care
what his attitude is We have

too many satisfied customers to worry about him.
I'e had no case whatsoever."
The Ohio Consumer Protection Agency was unable
to comment on the case because of state laws which
provide for confidentiality of
reports.
However, a spokesman for
the group said that in most
cases the agency acts as a
mediator between the consumer and the business involved.
"We try to make them settle it among themselves,"
he said.

POWs stream homeward

Two POWs reach Ohio
DAYTON lAP)
Col
Honald E Byrne Jr . of
1'cru. Ind . and Cap) Burton
W Campbell of Avon Lake.
Ohio, returned to Wright
Patterson Air Force base
last night Iroiii years in
North
Vietnam
prison
camps

Toledo, Curry said that he
had to use it to get the right
parts
"The points listed in the
book for his car didn't work,
so I took his car to get some
that did
"I made two stops for his
points, and then I stopped on
the way back to get a halfengine for a Volkswagen
The place I got that was
right on the way back,"
Curry said
He said that he didn't
think Ryan had a case.

945 S.Main

Something Different
Steakhouse & Pub

353-7675
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What is a Father Inghram?

Sandwiches: one happy family
•yDMBtaSce*
Staff R«**nrr
; One of the things a person
; might hear today when go: ing through one of the Uni: versity 's six dining halls is a
: hungry student saying. "I'll
■ have a Father Inghram." or
Til have a Brother
■Gerald."
I What is a
Father
Inghram" Who is Father
. Inghram'' Brother Gerald?
; These unusual names are
'. just a few of the sandwiches
(available
in the new
', sandwich lines at the cafeterias
The sandwich line idea
developed out of combined
efforts of Food Services personnel, said Ruth Friend,
director of quality at Food
Services
Friend said the idea was
discussed last spring among
' the Food Service staffs, and
during the summer, the
actual
plans
were
developed
"I BEGAN lo put sandwich
combinations together, but
the project was really a joint
. effort.' Friend said
The first dining hall to try
• this
experiment
was
McDonald South, a smaller
section of the McDonald
cafeteria
The whole
cafeteria serves Offrnhaurr
Towers as well as McDonald
Quadrangle

"The line opened there
about the third week in fall
quarter and went over
pretty well, even though
only a small number of students usually use McDonald
South, "saidFriend.
The idea became popular
and we decided to open a
sandwich line in Commons
cafeteria." she said The
line opened during the last
couple weeks of fall quarter
THE REMAINING three
cafeterias each opened a
sandwich line this quarter
Founder's cafeteria was the
last, opening last week,
iFeb 71
Friend said the lines are
open at different limes in
different cafeterias
The
I'arshman and Founders
lines are open 4-6 p m . Monday through Friday, while
Common's. McDonald's and
Kreischer s are open from
II a.m. to I 30pm. Monday
through Friday
The lines operate rather
simply A student has his
order taken when he gets in
line and the sandwiches are
put together by four workers
as the student watches
We've had no complaints
about the line. Friend said
1 think the students are
pleased because they can
MC the -..indwich prepared
right before them And all
Ihe sandwiches are proportioned All Ihe customers get

the same amount of sandwich."
Friend said with this
method, no one gets a dried
out or stale sandwich
because they are not mass
produced as some other
courses are.
The
sandwiches come
with potato chips and relishes, except the "Mama
Jane." a triple decker club
sandwich ol turkey, bacon,
lettuce and tomato served
with a lettuce wedge and
thousand island dressing
The only
substitutions
allowed are for breads.
Friend said For example
toast may be used instead of
an onion bun
"We've tried to find the
basic sandwich combinations." Friend said "We
wanted to include the super
sandwich
type
Fortunately, we found a bun for
this, which was made by the
bakery we bought from "
Friend said she at first
gave the sandwiches general
names, such as "egg salad
supreme." but another idea
was presented
"One of our creative
managers came up with the
idea of a family of sand
wiches. which were named
after the staff of the Food
Services department and a
few managers." she said
The "Father Inghram" is
named after A Inghram

Prisoners' statements
made under pressure
CLARK
AIR
BASF.
Philippines i APi - Statements against the Vietnam
war by American prisoners
in Hanoi were made from
prison" and "we should consider the source." a senior
American IH)W s.ml vesterday
Air Force Col Robinson
Risner of Oklahoma City
Okl.i
who had antiwar
statements attributed to him
by Hanoi Radio, made the
comment in answer to a
question at the first news
conference given by any of
the prisoners released Monday
Risner and Marine Col
John I.1 Dunn of Jacksonville. Fla . both prisoners of
war for seven years met

The Oklahoman was the
third-ranking officer among
the 143 POWs released Mon
day and also one of the most
popular Operation Homecoming officials described
him as "really the leader of
the team here."

newsmen for 15 minutes
They avoided questions
about prison life on grounds
that their answers might be
detrimental to the men still
held
RISNER. 48
did not
directly deny that he made
the statements attributed to
him But he said At no time
during my imprisonment
have I failed to support my
President and my country
and my President's policy."
In August 1968. Hanoi
Radio attributed to him a
statement calling on the
United States to stop all
bombing and other acts of
war against North Vietnam
and withdraw all I'.S. troops
from South Vietnam

W HOC-TV. Channel 70.
will produce a series of
programs directed toward
inner city residents in Ohio
The series of 13 half-hour
programs will deal with the
problems faced by Inner city
residents, such as child
care, personal self-esteem,
consumerism and family
and community
relationships
Three families will be
portrayed in an inner city
selling
The
series,
to
be
completed next February, is

II a m to 1 pin : Tuesdays.
Wednesdays and Thursday.
6-9 p m . and Friday. 3-6
p m The telephone number
is 352-6236

Main SI.
A non-profit organization.
EMPA offers referral to a
physician for confirmation
of pregnancy, information
about
psychological,
medical
and
social
resources
in
the community, and aid in using
those resources All services
are confidential and are
offered free of charge
Office hours are Mondav.

Friend said 'Food Services
is trying its best to offer
variety lo the student with
this sandwich line and other
projects."
Friend said one project
was the Towers Restauranl.
instituted last year Kestaurant service, complete with
waitresses, is available at
the cafeteria in McDonald.
Tuesdays through
Saturdays, from 4 30-6 15 p m
Another project which will
be ready this fall is an ice
cream-pizza parlor in the
Commons northeasl dining
hall. Friend said
She said the plan would in
elude a dance floor Students
will be able to use their
meal coupons to purchase
pizza, which Friend said will
be comparable to any from
Ihe city pizza parlors
Since Friend is director of
quality control, she must
Cheek the quality of the food,
and admitted that out of Ihe
10 sandwiches her own. Ihe
Aunt
Ruth."
was
her
favorite

DZ's

Get psyched for
skiing at Atwood
this weekend!

THE SPICED ol U S troop
withdrawals from Vietnam
is significant because Ihe
peace agreement signed in

_,
CrCwllOflS

From left, Cleoton "Baby Bud' Gotnell, Nancy little
Nancy" Barut, Jane "Mama Jane" Schimpf, and Ginny
"Cousin Ginny" Kurfess, managers of food services, serve
their sandwich namesakes to Ron Schubert, sophomore
(B.A.I.

Cans Jan 27 links I S prisoner releases with Ihe rate
ol Ihe U S [MI II. in I
During the firsl 15 days of
the ceasefire. Ihe United
St.lies withdrew about one
fourth of its forces, al .1 rate
Of about 4IHI men ,1 day
On Ihe 16th day Ihe North
Vietnamese .mil Viet Cong
released al>mil one Imirlh
ihe prisoners Ihey hold m
North and South Vietnam
.mil Laos
My Ihe end ol this month.
t' s troop strength should
drop to about 10 000. and the
North Vietnamese .nut Viet
Cong should release roughl)
14:1 American prisoners, the
same number Ihej freed in
North and South Vietnam
Moml.i\
SIMILARLY, there should
be anothei -.'> pei cent t' s
troop cut around the middle
of next month, matched by
an equal prisoner release.

and a fourth and linal repeat
of this procedure by the

will in the ligiu ol Henry A
Kissinget s visit lo Hanoi
l.l Col Le Trung llien.
chief spokesman lor Ihe
South
Vietnamese com*
mand, said more than 2,100
North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong prisoners have been released since Monday

March SB deadline
In advance ol the next
regular prisoner release.
North
Vietnam
has announced it will free 10 more
Americans within the next
lew days ,ts ,i sign nl good

BARGAIN PRICES FOR THURSDAY & SUNDAY
Will NOT APPIY TO
POSEIDON ADVENTURE"

-STADIUM

Cinema U2
awn I ii«it i rv-io* Htm 11 \*t uc.i n«n
coxcm o* IUXUB* istmiA'MniM

«T»B*I

I
«*»ti a.
l^z"*'"*

SNEAK PREVIEW
SAT. NITE ONLY - at 9:30 P.M.

"HEARTBREAK KID"
"Poseidon Adventure" will be shown
Saturday nite at 7:05 & 11:30 P.M.
B.O. open till 11:45 P.M.

HELD OVER - 4th SMASH WEEK!

financed by an $80,500 grant
from the Ohio Departmenl
of Welfare
the Toledo
Board of Education (Family
Life Planning Center!. and
the University.

NOW - Ev*. 7:05. » M- Sal. A Sun. (id,4:11, MM
Adm MaHslJl

HELL,UPSIDE DOWN

They do not love

mmim
me..M *^

that do not shotr their lore
W

Marvin Bowman, WBQUTV director of instructional
television, is executive producer of the series

1 Slut

Choose Keepsake
with complete conBdehce,
because Ihe famous
Keepsake Guarantee
assures .1 per In 1
engagement diamond
of precise cut anil
superb color. There is
no finer diamond ring.

FRONT WHEELl
DRIVE
you can't afford a *9.000 Cadillac or a '8,000
Olds Toronado or even a
'4,000 Audi or Saab, but
you still want the safety,
handling and stability of
front wheel drive

Sandwich

U.S. troop level down
SAIGON lAP) - American
troop strength in Vietnam
has fallen to its lowest level
in nearly a decade and Ihe
1'iiiieil Stales is fast
approaching the hallway
mark in gelling all its military forces out by Ihe March
28 deadline. Ihe U S Com
mand reported yesterday
The command
said
another 1.4(9 American
troops were withdrawn
during Ihe last four days
dropping Ihe V S troop level
lo 15.744--lhe lowest since
July 1963.
At peak strength in April
1969- almost four years ago
543.000 US troops were in
Vietnam Thai hail dropped
to 23.000 by Ihe lime Ihe
cease-fire officially went
Into effeel Jan 28

Programs to view
Ohio's inner city

Pregnancy group
slates open house
Emotional and Material
Pregnancy Aid I KMI'A i will
hold an open house Monday
from 7-9 p ir. in 216 Bank of
Wood County Bldg . 130 S

Milliron. director of Auxiliary Services, of which
Food Services is a part. This
sandwich has ham. bologna,
salami. Swiss and American
cheese with lettuce and
tomato served on an egg
bun
"Sister Mona," a corned
beef on rye sandwich, and
"Brother Gerald." a ham
and Swiss cheese sandwich,
are
named
respectively
after the associate directors
of Food Services. Mona
Pugh and Jerry Clark
THERE ALSO is a sand
wich called "Aunt Ruth"
named after Friend This
sandwich is bacon, lettuce
and tomato, perhaps better
known as "BLT "
Friend said the prices of
the sandwiches are comparable to local restaurant
prices The costs range from
a "Little Nancy." an egg
salad sandwich for 80 cents,
to the "Mama Jane." the
tripe decker, for Jl 50
"In fact. I think the sandwiches are better than those
in the restaurant," she said
"The only drawback is
that the customer does have
to wait for the sandwich to
be prepared And the line requires a high labor effort by
us "
Friend said a large
amount of the sandwiches
sold are "to go " The customers often save them to
eat at night or later, she
said
There has been no clearcut favorite sandwich established yet Friend said But
some of the top sellers
include Father Inghram."
"Brother Herald." and
"Uncle Howard." a stacked
roast beef sandwich
She said some types of
sandwich will sell heavily in
the men's cafeterias and
other types will sell heavily
in women cafeterias
"I think we are a sandwich-oriented
society."

!

ONE OF THE GREATEST
ESCAPE ADVENTURES
EVER
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HELD OVER - 2nd GREAT WEEK!
NOW

Eve.T.t.'N; Sal. & Sun AM, 4 30. 7. 9:30

AMffllKR SAM PBCKINPAH TRIUMPH...
AI.A "STRAW IMMiS'* - "THE WILD BUNCH"
AND CO-STARRING
SALLY STRl TIIKKS OF TVs AM. IN THE FAMILY'

BEER BLAST
COMMONS DINING HALL
PEPI Le PEU • Presents
Trie Funky Rose

As Motor Trend
Magazine Says;
Live Band
"The Conuplois"

Given by:
Conkhn Hall

"It's like this. The Subaru
is maybe the best small
sedan being built in the
world today."

That's quite a
recommendation!

8 -2 A.M.
STEVI HcQUCff*/All MACGJUW -.THE GETAWWTA > ft$l ART.;, IS PR«SIN'A'CN
lOStAPHf*. HN JOHNSON Al LETT**! ->'. SAIL* STUUTMCin A , IHAN

Feb. 16, 1973

SI.00 at Ihe dooi

University
Pontiac

"MOCK VALENTINE'S DAY CONTEST'
PRIZES WILL BE GIVEN

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT CONKUN & TREADWAY

N. Dixie Hwy.,
Bowling Green, 0.

HOW TO PLAN VOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
I
I

Send new 20 pi booklet. "Planning Your Fnejeemeni and Weddinf" plui
full color folfer ami 44 pi. Bride's Book gift offer all for only :if.
S-7)

I

N...

I
I

Addr.i,

I
I

Or._

|

State
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS. lOX 90. SYRACUSE. NY. 13201

|

■
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WATCH fOR

"JERIMIAH JOHNSON" "DELIVERANCE'
"PETE N TILLIE" - "UP THE SANDBOX"
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Money crisis may be ending

U.S. dollar steadies in Europe
By Fred Coir man
Associated Prr»» Wrilrr
LONDON I AH I - The
U.S. dollar steadied on
Europe's money markets
yesterday for the (irst time
since it was devalued Mon
day night, suggesting that
the world monetary crisis of
the past two weeks is
coming to an end
Bankers and other finan
cial sources interviewed
here warned that a number
ol
uncertainties remain
which could well keep
money markets unsettled
.for the next few days or even
weeks But none predicted a
further crisis selling wave of
dollars in the immediate
future such as the one last
week which forced Washing
ton to devalue
WOULD YOU LIKE TO EARN
A GOOD INCOME WHEN
YOU ARE YOUNG ENOUGH
TO ENJOY IT AND STILL
HAVE A CAREER 20 YEARS
FROM TODAY'

FOREIGN EXCHANGE
dealers laid there were
signs that money markets
were adjusting to the
dollar's new exchange rates
after the 10 per cent devaluation. These rates includea
permitted high or ceiling
level, a central level of parity, and a permitted low or
floor level.
Most of the world's
leading foreign exchange
markets were closed Mon
day and Tuesday. When they
reopened Wednesday, the
devalued dollar started generally at the new ceiling
rates and moved more or
less steadily down.
But in much of Kurope
yesterday the dollar began
moving back up toward the
new ceiling rales
The dollar improved in
Frankfurt, London. Paris.
Amsterdam and Milan. It
fell in Brussels. Zurich and
Tokyo The generally steady
pattern, however, was the
dollar's best dally performance this month

Gold, however, hit record
highs in Europe for the
second straight day
"An ominous sign.'' a
French banker said "Confidence hasn't yet been fully
restored "
NORMALLY. A

rapidly

rising gold price is a sign of
lagging confidence in the
value of paper money. In
major F.uropean centers
gold jumped more than a
dollar an ounce yesterday to
close at record highs of
$7337 in Zurich. $73.62 in
London and $75.28 in Paris.

Universities to cooperate
in mutual program study
Representatives of three
major state universities in
the region have agreed to
meet regularly in an effort
to
stimulate
mutual
programs of study as well as
cooperative arrangements
which can lead to administrative economies
The president and chair
man of the Board of
Trustees of this University,
the Medical College of Ohio
at Toledo and the University
of Toledo lTill, held their

first meeting Feb 8 in
Perrysburg.
Topics discussed included
expansion of present cooperative arrangements for
graduate study and mutual
interests in health education
areas, including nursing.
Attending the first
meeting
were
BGSll
trustees' chairman Anita S
Ward and President Pollls
A
Moore Jr . trustees
chairman Henry I. Morse
and President Marion C

BIGGW
SALE

.^l

Monday Only
Edward G Murphy C.l.U.
General Manager of
Toledo General Office
for
New York Life Insurance
Company

will be Interviewing graduating students foi sales
and management careen
at the student placemen!
office on Wednesday Feb.
ruary 21st Call the place
ment officer for an inter
view
An Equal Opportunity
Employer

Sale Prices
Begin at
22c and up
charms
earrings
bracelets

|BwTUn->TOW

Ph. 353-6691

Anderson. Medical College
of Ohio at Toledo, and
trustees' chairman Stephen
SIT.m,ill.HI
and President
GlenR. Driscoll. TO.

Newtphoto by Loann Ball

Mail
check

lucky enough te gat a letter in her mailbox, Marge Meyer,
freshman (Ed.) didn't even wait until the got to her room to
rip open the envelope.

Ecological bills proposed
WASHINGTON 1AP1 President Nixon yesterday
proposed new legislation to
permit establishment of protected wilderness areas in
the eastern states, set
federal safety standards for
drinking water, and regulate
commercial fishing off O.S.
coasts

The new proposals were
included in the President's
1973 message lo Congress on
environment and resources,
which, for the most part,
urged Congressional action
on bills previously proposed
Including
agriculture
within "resources.'' Nixon
also proposed to eliminate

UAO STROH'S
A PARTY
J & G QUICK DELIVERY
TEAM BRINGS YOU
FREE GREEK PASTRY

(7ir Stroh's Brewery in Detroit)

MARCH 3

J.G.

Round Trip Bus Ticket

353-8565

We've

Now
210

within a few years direct
federal subsidy payments
for farm production.

complete acquisitions in
seven of the originally-designated areas

BUT HE proposed to
retain the system of federal
payments for farmland
which is idled to prevent
over-production
The President said he was
resubmitting to Congress
about 19 pieces of legislation, some of them in newly
revised versions, which
were proposed but not
adopted in the previous
session

He also proposed to extend
for another five years, the
present
moratorium on
federal licensing and aid for
dams and water projects
affecting rivers under
consideration for inclusion
in the National Wild and ;
Scenic River Systems

Revisions were made to
the proposals for environmental study and government approval of power
plant sites, a charge or tax
on air-polluting emissions of
sulfur oxides: and restoration of mined lands
Nixon proposed increasing
the authorized funding for
protection of federal Wild
and Scenic Rivers from $17
million to $37.6 million to

Costs only $4.50

Friday and Saturday

440 L COURT ST.

12-3 P.M.

FREE FOOD and BEER

With Any Med. or Large Pizza
IB N.
MAIN

A rise in gold prices, however, had been generally expected as one result of the
dollar devaluation. It remained to be seen whether
the gold market activity by
itself would touch off more
monetary trouble

Sign Up In UAO Office

Moved

Open

At

<m

N. Main
JJL.

'Apple Tree'
to be presented
The Apple Tree
„
musical spool on creation.
will be presented at 8 pin
tonight.
Saturday
and
Sunday in the Carnation
Room, Union
Based on the writings of
Mark Twain, the comedy •
will be staged in a cabaretstyle setting
Admission I:N free
i ?
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Cobbler, 80,
still operating
repair shop

By JouUeitl
Ctay Editor

the heel of an old black shoe. Church
reminisced about life in the '20s

As long as people put shoes through
normal wear and tear and don't want to
replace them, cobblers will be around to
fix them
Frank Church agrees. He's been
making and repairing shoes for 68 years.
Church has operated his shoe repair
shop in Bowling Green since 1916. and at
80 is able to nail on a sole or sew torn leather with precision and speed-visible
proof that age is no barrier to a person's
skills

"BASICALLY. IT'S the same There
has been very little change.' he said
"When 1 first set up my business, the University was railed the Normal School
"Over the years it's grown and grown
and. contrary to what certain people may
believe, it made this town what it is today
Take away the University and there
wouldn't be much of a town lefi "
Church said he remembers many of the
old-timers who worked in other stores
near his shop "Hardly a week goes by
now when one of ray old friends doesn't
stop in here." he said "I know a lot of
people I may not remember their names,
but I sure remember their faces "

BORN IN CANADA in 1893. he was
introduced to the business at the age of
12. making shoes by hand for mail
carriers.
Ke then managed a shoe factory for
several years. "Frenchmen worked under
me. and believe me. they're great
people." he said They love to talk while
they work and I've found they make
some of the best friends
Church came to the United States in
1916 and set up shop on West Wooster
Street. Eventually, he moved his workers
and equipment to the tiny shop's present
location on Main Street
"At one time. I had as many as eight
men working for me They've all left and
now I'm here alone." he said
While pounding six tiny silver nails into

From a desk drawer in the back of the
shop. Church dug out an old envelope containing photographs he's collected over
the years Though faded and worn bytime, most seem to perfectly lit his verbal
description of the town
"1 remember when this used lo be the
fire department." he said as ho pointed to
a yellowed picture of two men silting up
right atop a huge horse-drawn buggy
loaded with hoses and other (ire-fighting
equipment
Another photograph showed uprooted
trees and damage done to houses when a
tornado hit the town years ago

"I CANT remember the exact date of
the storm." Church said "Just goes to
show you how fast a memory can fade."
During World War II and the Depression, business dropped somewhat, but not
drastically, he said "People still needed
to have their shoes repaired, whether
there wasa war going on or not."
He said his prices have risen slightly
over the years, but the increase isn't
nearly as large when compared to the rise
in prices for new shoes
"Nowadays, people have more money
to spend on good shoes And when the
shoes become worn, they're willing lo
spend the extra money to get them fixed."
he said They've found it just doesn't pay
io throw away a good pair."
Church said he has no idea of how many
pairs of shoes he fixes a week
"It depends on what has to be done to
them." he said "Some of them are
almost beyond repair and take a lot more
work, while others simply need a few
nails to keep them together
"AND LIKE I said, my memory's bad
It's hard to remember something like
that "
At 80. does he have any plans for retirement''
"Not yet." he said "1 don't have an
ache or pain in my body I like my work
and as long as I can handle it. I'll keep
light on going "

N.w.pholo by Co.1 S«M

Lukens may file suit
MIDDLETOWN (AP) State Sen Donald K "Bus"
Lukens said yesterday he
will collect and deliver to
Secretary of State Ted W
Brown next Monday petitions in support of his candidacy for the Republican
nomination for governor
The Middletown Republi
can said that if Brown rejects the petition as
expected, attorneys will file
suit in state and federal
courts immediately to challenge a slate law under
which Lukens has been

banned from seeking public
office for five years.
Brown handed down the
suspension last month after
the Butler County Board of
Elections reported that
Lukens. a Middletown
Republican, had not met the
Dec 22 deadline for filing
his November election expense account.
THE BOARD filed a report with Brown last week
saying it believed Lukens'
contention that he had had
the document mailed prior

Political scientist
schedules seminar
Snowy fingers

Snow-Iudeii btcmlwi, like white-gloved hand*, roach out to partially cover a
itono woll with long, thin fingers.

Dr. Kllis Sandoz. professor and chairman ol the
department of political
science at East Texas State
University, will lecture on
"The Political Philosophy of
Eric Voegelin" Thursday.

Oil plans women's conference
A five-day conference on
women will be held next
week at Ohio University in
Athens
The
"Celebration of
Women' will include daily
art exhibits, placement and
publications
information,
free day care facilities,
films and consciousnessraising sessions

Guest speakers include
Bella Abzug. former
member of the U.S. House of
Representatives. Abzug will
speak Thursday. Feb 22. at
8:15 p.m
in Memorial
Auditorium
LEADING one of the
discussions will be Martha
Eckman. assistant professor

Psychology open house
to feature guided tours
The psychology department and Psi Chi.
psychology honorary, are
sponsoring an open house
Tuesday from 7-10 p.m.
The open house will feature guided tours around the
psychological services cen-

737
South Main

ter and the human and animal experimental laboratories
Tours will leave between
7-8 p.m. from the lobby of
the Psychology Bldg.
A reception with refreshments will follow the lours

South Side
Six

8 pack 7 up
16 oz. Retumables
Reg. 4.05
NOW V/Z7

+ Deposit

of English at this
University Eckman will
discuss women's role in the
churches on Wednesday
Feb 21. 3-5 p.m. in Baker
Center
Conference topics and
dates include:
Monday. Feb 19-Effect of
hormones on behavior, parttime employment, feminist
history, self defense for
women, the single woman,
male consciousness-raising,
media images, auto
mechanics and birth control
Tuesday. Feb. 20--Personal finance for women.
Health. Education and Welfare guidelines for women,
radical politics, marriage
and the family, creative
drama for parents and
children, household repairs,
the job market, the divorced
woman, and male female
consciousness-raising
Wednesday. Feb 21HRS. 9-11 WEEKDAYS
HRS. 9-11 SUNDAYS
HRS. 9-12 FRI.& SAT.

Matrilmcal societies,
women on welfare, gay
liberation
life styles,
women in sports, woman as
artist, status of women in
Latin America, women's
role in the armed forces,
continuing education,
women in Ihe churches
alternative life styles, liber
aled marriages, women in
higher education and
research, legal rights for
women and the working
mother
Thursday. Feb
22
Abortion, yoga, the consumer, women in politics
the working mother and
movement women
Friday. Feb 23-The

UAO Campus
Flicks
Fri. and Sat.
Feb. 16 and 17

The Big Bounce

environmental
household,
the socialization of women,
yoga. Vietnamese women,
rape, creative drama for
parents and children,
relevancy of the church
today and dav care centers.

BflS.U
.UNION.

Feb 22. at 2 p.m. in the
White Dogwood Room,
Union.
The lecture also will be
given at a seminar
scheduled for 7 p.m in 200
Moseley Hall.
Dr. Voegelin is currently
al the Hoover Institute at
Stanford University and is
considered one of the
leading contemporary
political theorists.
He is the author of a threevolume work. "Order and
History" and "The New
Science of Politics."
Both events are sponsored
by the department of
political science.

University Union
Pheasant Room
Buffet '3.95

Bowling Oroon State University
II..\w iv. ( .HI i v 'linn

Saturday, February 17
5 to 7 p.m.

a gal.
White Hall

8:00-U.00with ID

Ice Cream
c

Reg.89

c

Now 59

The Battle of
Cable Hogue
10:00 -4.00 with ID
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Math-Science

He said in support of thai

contention llial other counties in Ohio now have persons holding office who died
then expense tonns late, but

had no penalties assessed
■gains! them
LUKENS SAID a suit
challenging the campaigning
pentlty's constitutionality
would be filed in U S District Court in Columbus,
should Brown reject the
petitions

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR APTS.
1515 E. WOOSTER
NEW BUILDING COMPLETED
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS COMPLETELY FURNISHED
MODEL SUITE

HOURS: 10-12
1-5

CALL

352-7444

NOW
I EASING

Dine before hearing Jazz Band!

Dinner & Concert
Steak Dinner-Pheasant Room
Plus

Preservation Hall Jazz Band Concert

Only $4.50
Reservations needed - Tickets
available at Union Ticket Office

WAYNE APARTMENTS
724 Sixth St.

"Let us do your pre-game
hosting for the Falcon's
Home Games

6:00-'1.00with ID

The Great British
Train Robbery

to the deadline, but that it
had been lost in the mails
Brown said, however, that
he could not rule further on
the matter, and that Lukens
would have to seek reliel
through the courts
Lukens said the Ohio
Supreme Court would be
asked to rule that the campaigning suspension violates
the doctrine of equal protection under the law

Reservation for
dinner before
the Bowling Green
vs. Kent State Basketball may be made
at the Pheasant
Room or by
calling 372-2241 or 372-2596

THE BRENTWOOD
Now leasing for summer and fall. We
have all the extras at no extra cost.
Drop in and talk to our resident
managers now for a real deal in apartment living. See Mike or Gayle in
Suite 4, The Brentwood, or call 3525657 or if no answer call 352-3595
for an early appointment. Try us you'll like us.

S 3 FREE COKES; 352-5221 15
Fri. & Sat. With a Large Pizza at Domino's

Pogo 8 Th. BO N.wi, Friday, February 16, If 73

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Rogers requests aid for N. Viets
administration policies of
refusing amnesty to draftdodgers and deserters while
advocating
reconciliation
with the former enemy.
Rogers
told
a
news
conference:
"As far as the administration is concerned, we
want very much to get on
with the business of peace
and reconstruction here "

WASHINGTON
(AP) Secretary of State William
P Rogers asked yesterday
for congressional approval
of postwar aid to North
Vietnam and for healing of
the wounds at home caused
by the long Southeast Asian
comflict
Hogers
predicted
that
reluctant legislators will in
the end be persuaded to
make an
administrationsought "small investment"
in postwar reconstruction
help to all of Indochina t.'e
portrayed this as needed for
a lasting peace
In an emotional defense of

WITH VOICE quivering
and eyes moistening, he
continued
"And I can't think of
anything that gets us off to a
better start than to watch

liAO
Nassau
Is
Nice!

these returning POWs If
that doesn't make America
proud, then I don't know
what will.
"I think it is time that all
of us took a little pride in our
country "
IV remained optimistic
about the carrying-through
of the peace accord despite
repeated
allegations
of
cease-fire violations.
He
pictured current outbreaks
of fighting in parts of South
Vietnam as expected "local
squabbles" and added
"We are confident the
cease-fire will be carried
out and will be effective in
South Vietnam. ."

4/»»»»»*»*+*»»»»»»»»+»»*»#»»»»*»» »*»»»**»»»■>»»»»»»»»»*»«»»» »»»»+#«

Bart Jantch
Moonshine
flcpflM album HI 3121
Bert Jamch pillar of Peniangle- and
veteran o' 1 5 albums has < ompleted
nit eighth and most mallow solo IP
Moonshine

Mi#i»######<i#<#if#>#################>*####

Available on LP for $3.59
8 track for $5.47
shoo FINDERS for
finest selection in music

The 360 computer, originally purchased by the
University with the understanding that it would be
taken over by NOUCC. is
still housed at the University, but responsibilities for
Us operations now rest with
the NOUCC staff

will be located in Levis
Development
Park
in
Perrysburg. on land donated
by Owens-Illinois Inc.
Owens-Illinois also helped
fund the center with a grant
and is providing office space
for the NOUCC staff.
The center is designed to
provide
information
services not only to BGSU and
TU,
but
also to other
colleges, elementary and
secondary schools, and state
and local governments.

CONSTRUCTION
of
a
building to house the center
is expected to begin July 1.
with occupancy predicted by
mid-1974
These facilities
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The physical education and recreation i PER I department
will host its third annual Professional Day Tuesday. Feb 20.
in the Dogwood Suite. Union.
At 9 a in . Dave Wottle, senior (Ed ) and Olympic gold
medalist, will present a lecture and slides on "Sport and the
Olympics "
i )r Jan Brockuf f of the University of Toledo will present a
talk on "Physical Education and the Reification of the
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The Physical Education Major Club iPEM) and Delta Psi
Kappa, the women's physical educational honorary, are
helping lo arrange the program
It is free and open lo the public.
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Twirl.

DR. RICHARD Bowers, associate professor of PPE. will
discuss "The Assessment of Physiological Fitness'' at 2 45

IMxkthklun

128 N. MAIN
Bowling Green, Ohio

lota

5

14

Human Body" at 10 a m
A panel discussion will be held at 1:30 p m Participants
include Dr Bette Logsdnn and Dr. Mary Watt, professors of
PER. Iris Andrews, associate professor of PER. and Dr
Terry Parsons, assistant professor of health and physical
education (HPE). They will discuss curriculum changes in
Ihe PER department

LITTLE FEAT/
DIXIE CHICKEN

T.

Cuban
government
is
continuing its antagonistic
posture toward the United
States and "we don't note
any change in the Cuban
attitude."

PER to sponsor
Professional Day

Get psyched
for our
Formal
Rendezvous!!

Sign up UAO Office

isgttsz?i&

The Northwest Ohio University Computer Center.
(NOUCC i has begun operations by taking over the IBM
360 computer which had
been operated by the University
James I. Downs, NOUCC
director,
said
personnel
from BtiSU and the University of Toledo (Till were
transferred to NOUCC and
other personnel were hired
to fill a staff of 10. NOUCC
has a potential of 20 staff
members

A D Pi's

March 16-23

signal a change in overall
U.S. policy toward the Communist Castro regime. On
the
possibility
of
Washington-Havana
reconciliation, he said the

Boring tool.
Enamel.
Observe.
Lake in New
York.
Wine city of
hair.

specialty.
Crafty.
Certain irmRenovates.
— of the living:
Phrase.
Certain Yalie*.
At all lime*.
Staff man.
I "n-rii
Split.
__high
Gigantic one.
Heap: Slang.
Bunch of
buffaloe*.
Perfume.
DOWN
A
_ of
thousand*."
— California.
Bestow prolu-eK
Vessel of H°2.
Feeling of
ronrern.
Coulath relative.
Atlican city.
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"Prc-ent
Fine-grained
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Caterpillar, lot
one.

Diminutive of
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Metal scoria.
Rene Letage.
Like a win*.
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Assigned tank.
Seed, bud. etr.
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Aunt: Ger.
Reflexive form of
a pronoun.
Excite to action.
The teem.
Hard wood.
Give a right to.
Feu and far
between.
Farm enclosure.
Vtr-r god.
Character in
DM kruMoney in
Portugal.
Contemporary
playwright.
Prefix wilh
play* and sport*.
Rainbow like
plays of color*.
Comedian's

Computer center begins
operation transferrals

HE ALSO said he expects
and hopes that a cease-fire
agreement will be reached
in neighboring Laos by the
end of next week
In wide ranging remarks
Rogers made these other
points:
-The
U.S.-Cuba
anti-

Fly There-You'll Like It!

itlvd ^attach

hijacking
agreement
he
signed yesterday morning
means "there will be no safe
haven for hijackers either in
Cuba or the United States."
But the accord does not

2 Gen I FeJiuin Corp

(-op I

ACROSS
Wri»u.

NOW LEASING HAVER
HOUSE
MANOR
AITS
FOR SUMMER & SEPT
3527444
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rmmte

I niversitv Courts beautiful
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Fum or unfurn
Married
couple or mature single
only For info call 352-0164
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Ohio U. icers have Vivian concerned
By Free) R Ortlip
Sports Edits*

Those two items had BG
coach Jack Vivian worried
as his icers travel to Athens

-Because of budgetary
cutbacks. Ohio University's
hockey team is likely to be
reduced to the club level
next season
-Ohio University's hockey
team has never beaten the
Bowling Green club since
BG
turned varsity (our
years ago. After a 1969 tie.
the Falcons have beaten the
Bobcats 15 straight times,
including two games Jan 2021 at the Ice Arena

A video tape replay of
loaight'i
hockey
game
betweea Bowline, Greea ud
Ohio Ualvenlty will be
broadcast by WBGU-TV.
Channel 7» tomorrow eight
after the BG-Keat basketball game.
for a pair of Central Collegiate Hockey Association
battles this weekend with
Ohio U

CCHA
Overall

CCHA

W-L-T
16-9-0
20-10-0
17-6-1

W-L
9-3

take Superior
St Louis
Ohio State
BOWLING GREEN
Ohio U
x-include four 4-point ganu

11-17-.

5-15-0

Pts

9-:i

26x
18

6-4
4-8
0-12

8
0

12

"I'M CONCERNED about
Ohio
U ."
Vivian
said
They'll be higher than heck
for us That 11-8 game iJan.
20i will be tucked well in
their minds "
It's a possibility that this
weekend series will be the
last between the two teams
should the Bobcats be
dropped from the varsity
ranks That fact might further motivate Ol' against

BG.
The Bobcats. 5-15 overall
and 0-10 in the CCHA. are
riding a five-game losing
streak but looked good at
tunes against St [..mis last
weekend in St Louis.
Ohio dropped 6 2 and 114
decisions to the Billikens.
which were improvements
over the
10-1
and
18-4
slashings
the
Bobcats
suffered against St Louis in
Athens
"I'M
WONDERING
if
their goaltending is coming
around. Vivian said "The
one hoy i Vic I.eMirei made
>J saves .igamst St Louis
and lost 6 2 I wonder if it's

This Weekend

BOWLING GREEN dl Ohio U 2
Ohio State at St Louis 2
l.aurenlun at Lake Superior

inspired them "
"It's the same as it's been
all year
said OU coach
John McComb "We're just
going to have to put together
a consistent performance.
"We played four out of six
good periods at St Louis
and. if we can play six out of
six against Bowling Green,
they'll know they've been in
ahockevgame."
Ed Mundy leads the OU
scoring charts with 21 goals.
18 assists for J9 points. John
Jacob has 18-18-36. Nick
Lasch has 2-22-24 and John
Ranalli has 10-12-22 All four
gave the Falcons problems
in the Jan 20-21 series

Tuesday but hasn't played
much
lately,
will
start
tomorrow's
game,
while
Terry
Miskolczi
starts
tonight Vivian has made it
clear he wants two
"in
form" goalies for the plavoffs
A Bowling Green sweep
this weekend coupled by a
St. Louis sweep of Ohio
State in St. Louis will move

the Falcons into a tie for
third place in the I'd'A

HOWEVER.

VIVIAN

knows that if Lake Superior
elects to play in the CCHA
tournament rather than the
NAIA
tourney. Bowling
Green, as a fourth"" place
team would probably play
the Lakers who have all but
clinched
the
conference
title

Then
Bowling
Green
would
have
an outside
chance of finishing third (or
the season if the Falcons
could sweep St Louis next
weekend at the Ice Arena
and Ohio I' could either
beat or tie Ohio State in one
of its last two games.

It'll be a long time before

Vivian forgets that 8-7 overtime loss to Lake Superior
Dec 8 when the Falcons
were ahead 5-0 early in the
second period
The Falcons, who are 12-17
for the season, need to win
every one of their last six
games to assure themselves
of their fourth straight winning season

"OHIO U. IS no breather,
but it's not a high-key series
either.'' Vivian said "But
we should be tuned up We'll
give some other people a
chance to play so we'll have
a totally strong team for St.
Louis iFeb 23-241 and the
tCCKAl playoffs (March 241 "
That means goaltender
Don Bowl, who tended goal
in the 12-3 St. I'laii win

Grapplers put 7-meet
win streak on line
By Jim Maagoar
In their final tune-up.
before the championships
next weekend, the Bowling
(ireen wrestlers meet Wes
tern Michigan in a dual meet
at Anderson Arena lomol
row at 2 p m
The Falcons lay their
seven-meet win streak on
Ihe line as they tangle with
an
experienced
Bronco
squad
BG's head wrestling coach
Bruce Bellard said. "Potentially Western has as good a
team as anv in the con-

Ference but so far it hasn't
lived up to expectation
Last
year
Western
finished third in Ihe MAC
tournament Five wrestlers
that placed in the champion
ships last year will l>c
wrestling for the Broncos
tomorrow
Western Michigan - Doug
\\ vn 11671 captured an MAC
wrestling crown last year
He is back again .it the same
weight

THE

IMPRESSIVE

credentials that the Broncos
bring with them by no

means leave the Falcon
machine out of the running
We must wrestle better
against them than we did
against Kent
llellard said
\s in most ol the meets
this
season,
the
power
comes from the second half
ol the Falcon line up But
Bellard said some ol the
lower weights will have to
come through
Western's upper weights
are just as good as BG's so if

any of the usually stable
heavier wrestlers lose, the
Falcons will need the points
from the lighter weights
With no one out because of
injury or illness, the Falcons
will go with the same line-up
used for the last several
meets
Bellard
said
practice
sessions have been going
along very well all week and
his wrestlers are ready for
the Broncos tomorrow.

Preservation Hall

TODAY'S SPECIAL

Jazz Band

FRI. and SAT. ONLY

hi, Feb. 23 - 8:00 P.M.

20% OFF

On* of the reasons the Fulcon ken have won seven of then last nine garnet it
because of the improved play of Bob Dobok'i lino shown above Dobek (IS) is
Ihe loam's socond loading scorer with 52 points, while Poto Badour (center) has
28 and Stove Boll (right) hat 25.

University Court Apts.
Clough St. at Mercer St. -1 block from Campus

Now Accepting Lease Applications
For Spring Qtr., June and September
Now Offering:

Married Couples and Mature Singles
From $142°°
Single Students 3 & 4 man rates
(Limited number available)

Featuring; Excellent sound control, heating
Cooking & cooling included in rent, spacious
Apartments and Quality Furniture

on ALL Spring Blouses
and Body Suits

For Appointment to see - Call 352-0164

She $owl* guff
9:30-5:30

525 Ridge

Linemates

G

H.GL.GVai£Tassel
Tteseqts

TICKETS-4.00 UNION TICKET OFFICE

MONDAY THRU FRI. 1-5 P.M.
BOO

IT'S FREE ... But you must register today!

tc<a

ANNUAL WOHO BRIDAL FAIR

MB i/..// tin w./iy, fitm
filHUHl' //ii //•» >• JH.I

SATURDAYS SUNDAY MARCH 3rd and 4th
Butttfl PlMftl nHttl tnuilli CINMN
Clftthf pHMMIHsfl ind piMft i»l
mm.. J..U Hull anj nt.,1 fix umi
NMbf< *nj NMIonmM

MASONIC GREAT HALL, 4645 Heather Downs Road
Mail To: BRIDAL FAIR, WOHO RADIO, Broad Cast House Toledo 43616

DitclnitJ WHII tout nn-tii m
mind Nu iiniiiiMti,. ih.t miftlH
di.ttitb MHM h»m\ t)MtHl si affcci
t.tut pHiurjl hulih Mil wellh*ifi>: KmiiiiiK l)jmi\ GtWtf.
N.IUNI IN.HIIH .>i t„u -ill U

the world's greatest mime

s Ti-irr.i
ciiii tmn
11 ■ M a

misted By PIERRE VERRV

l/» .'iilt -.nil prultCtMM IS
nitJiJ Appht.l in HCIMJI; t»u
litv mimiiiurclv BJ.WJ by <mr
rin ft$h ol tlmuil haiMfj jnJ
UH b) NhlliuM ol women

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 23
Masonic Auditorium 8:30 P.M.
Tickets: $5.50, 4.75, 4.00, 3.00
$1 off above prices for studont groups
PHONE 473-3314 or VlSlt CENTRAL TRAVEL & TICKET,
4412 Talmadge at Monroe, SPORTS ARENA, or MASONIC
AUDITORIUM

»MKO
IIIM IN FOAM
...TWO WAYS

r—— MAIL TO: H. L. VanTassel. 4437 Talmadge,"""-"*
Toledo, Ohio 43*23
I Please tend me
tickets st S . . . each for Marcel i
Marceeu. Enclosed is a check to H.L Van Tassel for I
I S . . . Please enclose a 35' tervice charge and a j
■ ttamped. sell-addressed envelope.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE.

ZIP.

\ GORDON LIGHTFOOT

THURS. - FEB. 22 - 8 P.M.-MEMORIAL HALL
l

2.50 GENERAL
*3.00 RESERVED - UNION TICKET OFFICE
, i. 1.1, •*'..■ MiMMiit>uii;in M'f '

*>h

■
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Hoop scoops

Wissman out for final fling

By Keaay White
Assistut Sports Editor

Misfortune strikes again
By JackO'Breu
AstiiUM Sports Editor
Misfortune is hard to lake.
but for Bowling Green's
Jack Wissman it must be
almost unbearable
Wissman. a 6 4 junior
guard from New Bremen,
was averaging 4 9 points per
game (or the Falcon
basketball
team before
Wednesday evening's outing
against Cleveland State at
the Cleveland Arena
The victim of an
apartment grease fire on
New Years Eve. 1971
Wissman missed a month of
last season just when he was
starting to see considerable
action
But he showed courage
and dedication as he battled
severe burns lo become a
starting guard by the end of
the 1971-72 season
He had additional surgery
this past summer to correct
problems resulting from the
bums

Wednesday evening.
Wissman
and Cleveland
State's Dave Dronzek were
scrapping for a loose ball
They collided with II 02
remaining in the contest and
the Falcons leading. 69-44
WISSMAN fell to the floor
grasping his left shoulder
and obviously in tremendous
pain In , coach I'al Haley,
trainer Rick Courson and
the remainder of the Falcon
s«|uad rushed to Wissman's
aid
The distress call went out
Is there a doctor in the
house*'
Wissman was escorted ofl
the 111HIi Adding insult to
injury he was charged with
,i foul nn the play
Bowling Green went on to
win the game 96-80 but it
was,i costly victory
After the game instead ol
a
jubilant
winners
lockerroom there was an air
of somberness
Jack

Wissman sat in the middle
of the Falcon dressing
quarters with a towel
covering his shoulder, which
was taped and packed in ice
The word was that the
Cleveland State team doctor
had diagnoised Wissman's
injury as a definite shoulder
separation
He obviously
would be lost for the
remainder of the season.
"He's i Wissman i the
quietest,
nicest.
most
unassuming guy,"
said
Haley as he stood in the B(i
dressing mom shaking his
head
"And he's been
playing so well."
Illl
BLOND-HAIRED
junior had scored 18 points
against Northern Illinois
and l!> against Central
Michigan He finished with
10 markers in the Cleveland
Slate affair
Wissman
really
complimented their other
kid Montgomery." said

One of the more important contributions that Falcon fans
can make at tomorrow night's game with Kent State is to
give their support to all of the varsity team members
It will be a real tribute to the hoopslers. who are having a
good year, if the Boo Bird's leave their scales at home and
tune up their cheering chords for tomorrow s crucial clash

Viking coach Ray Dieringer
in a post-game interview.
For the second straight
year. Wissman has been
stricken by injuries. He
joins sophomore guard Dick
Selgo and junior forward
Bob Hotaling on the
Falcons' disabled list for the
remainder of the season
"We should play our next
game at the Wood County
Hospital." Haley said
Wissman visited a
neurosurgeon in Toledo and
must wait until next
Wednesday to find out if
surgery is needed on his
shoulder, where he has a
partially torn ligament If
surgery is necessary, a pin
will be inserted.
"I guess all of us have our
crosses to bear." said
Haley.
referring
to
Wissman's problems
If someone deserved a
blessing from lady luck, it
would have to be Jack
Wissman

There will be 21 candles on the birthday cake today for the
Falcons' pivolman Skip Howard
Cornelius "The Magician" Cash thrilled the sparse
Cleveland Arena crowd with a little of his basketball
wizardry in the second stanza of the game with Cleveland
State Wednesday Cash took a perfect full court lead pass
from Jeff I.essig on the dead run at the half court stripe
Cash then made his defender s eyes pop out as he did an
electrifying stutter-step while driving to the hoop for the
two pointer

N.w»phoio by Cad Said
Junior Jack Wissman i« out for the remoinder
of the season as a result of a shoulder
separation he sustained in Wednesday
evening's game against Cleveland State at
the Cleveland Arena.

MAGIC TOUCH Jeff Montgomery found himself
situated at the dressing stall of the Cleveland Cavalier's star
guard Austin Car r before the game Maybe a little of Carr's
accuracy helped Monk in regaining his eye. as he hit 19
points against the Vikings.
The four points Brian Scanlan totaled against Cleveland
State represented his lowest offensive output this year
Tim Herrtne finally made his debut into the scoring
column after he relieved Cash in the first period of the BGViking clash IVrrtne gave a strong performance off the
bench, scoring six points and pulling in six rebounds
The 53 per cent lit' shot from the field against Cleveland
State surpassed its high mark ol 52 against Western
Michigan on Jan 13 at Anderson Arena
Don't forget tomorrow's 7: SO engagement with the Golden
Flashes at Haley's House of Thrills

Babik to start at guard

Injuries-illness riddle BG
By JackO'Breu
Assistant Sports Editor
Every remaining league
game is a must win" situation lor the Bowling Green
basketball team if it is even
lo have a chance at the Mid
American
Conference
championship
Miami leads the Falcons
by two games in the loss
column with three contests
left While the Redskins are
battling the Rockets in
Toledo, the Falcons (11-101
will entertain Kent Slate iB131 at Anderson Arena
tomorrow at 7 30 p ill
Bti has been plagued by

Ticket info

Newiphoto by Carl Said

Foul?

Central Michigan's Dan Roundfield attempts to "illegally"
stop Bowling Green's Cornelius Cosh (42) in Monday night's
conference encounter at Anderson Arena. Cash is the MAC
leading reboundei while Roundfield is second.

Tickets for tomorrow
night's Bowling Green Kent
Stale basketball game at
Anderson Arena are now on
sale at the Memorial Hall
ticket office
Reserve seat tickets are
priced at $2 SO each Student
tickets are priced at (1 KG
Students are required to
show their validation cards
to purchase the$l tickets
Tickets for Tuesday's 8
p ni clash with fifth ranked
Marqucttc will go on sale
Monday morning at 8 am at
the Memorial Hall ticket
office Reserved seats for
the game are completely
sold out.
Students holding basketball IDs will be admitted to
both games by showing their
IDs at the gate

Injuries and illness .ill
season and tomorrow will lie
no exception The Falcons
are down to right varsity
players as six ol I he 14 rogu
lars are out for various i ea
sons
Coach I'al Haley s.i id
yesterday he will start Cor
nelius Cash and Brian Scan
Ian at
forwards,
Skip
Howard at centci and Jefl
Montgomery anil 'Coin llahik
at the guards against the
Flashes
LISTED AT doubt I ul lor
tomorrow evenings action
are Jell I.essig. Tom Scott.
lion Weber, Jack Wissman,
Boh Hotaling and Dick
Selgo I.essig and Scott have
the flu Weber is getting
married
Hotaling has
mononeuclosis
Wissman
has a separated left shoulder
and Selgo is recovering from
an ankle operation
Freshman Andre Richard
son also has the Ilu and will
be unavailable lo move up
from the junioi varsity to
the varsity level

Haley said he will call up
freshman Kevin Brake Irom
the javvec squad IV Will he
the Falcons onlj substitute
in lliobac kcoiui
II we gel in foul trouble

MAC
MAC

Miami
Bti
Toledo
Ohio
Kent

Central
\\ estern

Wl.
7 1
6-3
5 4
44
3 5
3-5
1-7

Overall
W-L
13 7
II 111
12 9
13 8
8-13
12-10
7 14

Wednesdav

BG N.Cleveland State 80
Akron 75 Kent 67
Cincinnati 79. Ohio 78
Tomorrow
Kent at BG 7:30p.m.
Miami at Toledo
Western at Ohio

we will be hurling

Hale)

S.llll

We will be short in the
backcourt as we'll
be
starting two six-footers We
will play a man to man pres
sure defense thai was so
successful for us last time
BABIK. A seniot from
Canton, will be making his
first start this season and
only the third ol his varsity
career when he teams up
with Montgomery at guard
(tabs has appeared in 11 ol
KG s 21 games this season
and has scored nine points
lot an average ol 8 markers
per outing
Bothered bj a pan ol bad
knees. Babik s career high
point output was against
Mai shall last vc.u when he
pumped in 12 markers
In the lust Hi; Kent clash
at Kent, the Falcons ovei
came a 12 point deficit in the
final 10 minutes lo win 67 84
"It's a big game foi us
said Cash, referring to
tomorrow's M \< encounter
I feel thai we can win with
the remaining players."

i 'ash leads the Falcons in
both scoring and rebounding
with averages ol 17 4 points
and IS rebounds per contest
I'll have to work harder
on the boards because that's
where the game's won. he
s.oil
I II he trying hard to
points too Both parts
ol the game arc important
The Flashes are led byguard Rich Gates and centci
Dwight Kenner Kenner is
the team's top scorer and re
bounder
averaging
13 5
[Hunts and 9 1 rebounds per
outing Gates is second in
scoring with an average of

131 markers

Radio-TV
coverage
Toiuoi iovt s
Bow ling
Green Kent State basketball
game will be carried live at
7 30 p in on WBGU-TV.
Channel 70. and radio

stations WFAL and WFOB
All will carry pre game
shows beginning at 7 15 p m

Tankers meet Redskins
By Ed Hobson
Staff Writer
Bowling Green's swim
team has already achieved
its goal tor the dual meet
season-a winning record
However,
that is no
indication that the team has
lost its desire to win
The Falcon tankers have

lM-en preparing and psyching
more than ever for then
dual meet with rival Miaou
at the natatorium tomorrow
at I Mp III
Koth the Falcons and the
Redskins hold 7 4 records
and have losses lit Kent
Eastern
Michigan and
Cincinnati in common
The Redskins have a

Female swimmers win
The women's swim team
was victorious last Saturday, downing host Slippers
Rock. 79-43
The Falcons had two double winners Betsy Fisher
and Becky Siesky
Fisher won the 100 yard
individual medley in I 08 8
and the 200-yard individual
medley in 2 27 7
Siesky captured the 50yard individual breaststroke
with a time of 35 2 seconds.
and the 100-yard individual
breaststroke in 1 17.8
Fisher. Siesky. Cheryl
Kimball and Diana Wian
combined to win the 200-

yard freestyle relay m
I 47 8
Single event winners were
Wian in the 200-yard freestyle i2 10 SI, Amy Smith in
the 100-yard
backstroke
il 09 61 Valerie Newell in
the 400-yard freestyle
14 43 91 and Gayle Sailer in
the 50-yard butterfly i30 11
BG set or tied Slippery
Rock pool records in the 400yard
freestyle.
200-yard
individual medley and 200
yard freestyle
Next meet is the Midwest
Championships March 1-3.
at Del'aul. Ill Last year.
BG was first in a five-team
field

stmng team with good
individuals and outstanding
depth They've lost virtually
none ot
last year's
swimmers
when
they
finished thud in iheM \c

THE REDSKINS HAVE
more depth than anyone in
the league, said BG coach
Tom Stubbs "Not only their
lirsl swimmers are good.
but the guys they've got
backing them up are also
good They've just got more
swimmers than anyone
else
One
ol
the
most
outstanding swimmers on
the Miami squad is
freshman
distance

treestyler Art Ensley
Ensley not only swims
distance freestyle events but
also excels
in
the
breaststroke
and
the
individual medley
Grey Wilson will be doing
most of the pure distance
work for Miami His times
are slightly better than
Dave Rylands in the 500.
but not quite as good in (he
I 000

BG's strategy in the meet
will be to soundly win the
diving and the sprint events,
and then hope for the better
half of the close matchups
such as Kyland and Wilson
If everything goes right
for the Falcons. Stubbs
predicted that the meet will
probably go down lo the
final relay
"We'll do everything we
can to get to the last relay,
and then we'll do everything
we can to win it I think we
can give them a real meet-a
good tough battle." he said

IM notes
Entry blanks for the allcampus indoor relays are
now available from fraternity and residence hall athletic chairmen, and at the
intramural office. 201
Memorial Hall

Entries are due Feb 20
The meet will be held Thursday, Feb 22. at 7:30 p.m. in
the Men's Gym.

Ntwtphtf by Mania J. taniw

Guards
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